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Stvidents Weigk In On Budget Cuts 
James Hare 
Opinion Editor 
Thanks to a large state budget 
deficit and no new sources of 
funding becoming available, 
Virginia's higher education sys- 
tem is pondering what the effects 
of further budget cuts will be. 
With higher education having 
been cut in the past, will further 
budget cuts jeopardize the quality 
of education in Virginia's colleges 
and universities? 
Some Longwood students do 
not believe so. As senior Temple 
Lowry said, "Professors will not 
leave Longwood because they are 
too enthusiastic about the stu- 
dents and the town to leave." 
She seemed less worned about 
the departure of quality faculty 
members than about the physical 
detenoration of the campus and 
campus facilities. 
She further mentioned that "a 
new theatre [building] has been 
promised since my first year at 
Longwood, and nothing has been 
done." 
Students also question some of 
the financial pnorities the admin- 
istration has set. Thomas Aguero, 
a freshman, questioned whether 
rebuilding the streets of campus 
was as important as renovating 
dormitory buildings so all build 
ings have air conditioning and 
other modern amenities. 
Aguero also said that 
"Longwood needs to try to devel- 
op better ties with businesses in 
order to use them as a funding 
source." 
Aguero also asked how the 
administration believed it would 
be possible to "increase the size 
of the school without building 
new dorms to accommodate 
more students." 
The priorities of a growing 
school are very important to 
sophomore Jenna Foster who 
said, "while budget cuts will not 
direcdy affect the quality of edu- 
cation students receive, it will 
affect things like the quality of 
food, dorms, parking and other 
important parts of the university. 
If important areas like these are 
overlooked, they will eventually 
affect the quality of education." 
Foster also said that "enthusi- 
astic faculty will stay at 
Longwood, while faculty mem- 
bers who are more concerned 
about the financial bottom line 
may have to leave." 
Further budget cuts in 
Virginia's education system will 
sorely stretch the abilities of col- 
leges and universities to cope 
with the challenges ahead. 
During a time when money is 
necessary for building projects to 
accommodate more students, 
money is becoming harder to 
come by. This type of budget 
crunch may cause problems in 
the future. 
Longwood Joins Effort to Conserve Water 
Liz Richards 
Assistant Editor 
Four weeks ago, Farmville was 
placed on a water restriction, due 
to a water shortage this town has 
not experienced in almost sixty 
years. 
The Appomattox River, where 
Farmville receives its water, has 
reached   extremely   low   levels, 
causing many Virginia cities to 
regulate their water usage. 
Currendy, it is illegal for any- 
one to water their lawn, and com- 
mercial car wash facilities are only 
open between the hours of noon 
and 8 p.m. Not adhering to the 
regulations is considered a class 
one misdemeanor, and could 
result in a $250 fine. Past restric- 
tions that prohibited anyone from 
The Appomattox River, Farmville's main water source, has 
reached dangerously low levels, leading to water restriction 
efforts 
washing their car, at any hour, 
was lifted as of last week. 
Longwood has done its best to 
inform its residents to regulate 
their water usage by making bul- 
letin boards and posting flyers in 
every residence hall with infor- 
mation on how to conserve 
water. Some of the suggestions 
made to on campus students are 
to limit their showering time to 
four minutes, and not to leave 
sink water running when it is not 
being used. 
The dining hall has been using 
plastic utensils, which cuts back 
on water expenditure used in 
washing the traditional ceramic 
dishes. The only drawback of 
using the plastic utensils is that 
"they cost Aramark more money 
to order the large shipments of 
utensils, than it does to actually 
wash the dishes," said Michael 
Clements, Director of Residence 
Education and Housing. 
There   has  been   speculation 
See WATER p.4 
Constructing Longwood University 
Kristina Locrch 
Staff Wntrr 
Walking    around    campus,    it 
becomes evident that major con 
struction is already in progress or 
commencing. 
Occurring simultaneously is 
the rebuilding of Grainger as well 
as the Rotunda, but most evident 
is the work on Brock Commons. 
The construction of Pine St. 
into a pedestrian mall, Brock 
Commons, started three weeks 
ago and is scheduled to be com- 
pleted next fall. 
PresenUy, construction is well 
underway with modifications 
relocating utility, water, steam, 
communication and sewer lines 
beneath Lankford. 
How will all this construction 
affect pedestrian and vehicular 
traffic as well as campus life? 
"We are going to leave the 
major pathways open for as long 
as we can," said Brent Douglas, 
Director of Facilities 
Management. 
The sidewalk in front of Her 
that leads up to the ramp entering 
the   dining   hall   will   be   open 
throughout the construction. 
The sidewalks on both sides of 
the Student Union will be closed, 
but a pedestrian walkway will be 
created to connect Lankford to 
the Dining Hall. 
The Library will only be acces- 
sible from the back entrance, fac- 
ing Race St. 
Lancer Gym will always be 
reachable from the Spruce St. 
entrance while part way through 
construction the Pine St. entrance 
will close. 
In addition, traffic patterns are 
changing as Pine St. is now per 
manendy closed between High St. 
and Chamber St. as well as from 
Madison St. to Redford St. with 
no vehicular traffic allowed. 
See CONSTRUCTION P. 4 
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Words From tlie Editor ** kj£tion ^lt*£i 
Welcome to 
the first Fall 
2002 edition 
of The 
Rotunda. 
This year, 
we have the 
best      staff 
ever,       the 
perfect   combination   of   new 
members plus returning veterans 
who know what it's like to stay up 
until 4 a.m. working on the paper. 
This year, The Rotunda joined 
forces with the Communications 
Department to allow interested 
students   to  contribute  weekly 
articles for credit. 
This new plan means that we 
can bring Ix>ngwood a wider vari- 
ety of stories, while appealing to a 
broader base of individuals. 
In the past, we distributed the 
first Rotunda during the second 
full week of school, but this year 
we decided to publish The Rotunda 
a week earlier. 
The goal for this issue is two- 
fold. For starters, our staff want- 
ed to provide a comprehensive 
guide to life on campus for the 
freshmen and new students, the 
goal being that on Thursdays The 
Rotunda is the place to look for 
the latest news and things to do. 
Our second goal was to remind 
the returning Ix>ngwood students 
that as the campus' sole newspa- 
per, we strive to provide accurate 
and up-to-minute information. 
1 am excited to begin my third 
year working on The Rotunda, as 
well as my final year at 
Longwood. 
I realize that others before me 
have experienced the same feel- 
ings that I am right now, from 
fear to excitement to wondering 
what the heck to do with my life. 
1 know that I am not the first, 
or the last, editor to work in these 
offices and marvel at the process 
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of producing a newspaper, start- 
ing with story assignments and 
ending with printing at The 
Farmville Herald (thanks for all the 
help, Paul). 
Seeing students, faculty, and 
staff reading The Rotunda on 
Thursday afternoons makes my 
job worth every minute that I 
spend here. 
I love seeing tangible evidence 
of the hard work that the staff 
puts in every week- that's why 
journalism is such a rewarding 
field. 
I personally want to wish all 
seniors a great year full of 
rewards for hard work and a life- 
time of memories. Don't forget 
to pick up your caps from the 
bookstore for Convocation next 
Thursday- ask a friend to deco- 
rate yours! 
Dawn Kanehl 
Editor-in-Chief 
Trevor Potts 
Faculty Advisor 
In 1988 the US. Supreme Court 
ruled that students do not have 
the same First Amendment rights 
as their non-schooling peers. In 
Hazelwood School District vs. 
Kuhlmeier, the Court stated, "a 
school need not tolerate student 
speech that is inconsistent with 
its basic educational mission." 
To this end, the Court also 
ruled that administrators can 
"impose reasonable restrictions 
on student publications, and if 
need be, can confine open speech 
to specific "free speech zones" 
on and around campuses during 
specific hours. 
With regard to his position's 
policy, University of Mississippi 
Dean of Students Thomas 
Reardon states the official line 
direcdy: "Free speech is free 
speech, but the university has the 
right to restrict time, place and 
manner." 
campuses nationwide have in 
recent years taken to combating 
university efforts to control free 
speech. 
Recent Demonstrations at West 
Virginia University, the University 
of Mississippi and Iowa State 
University have led these schools 
to revise their policies, each 
adding additional "zones" and 
calling them "speakers corners." 
Explains UM's Reardon, "We 
wanted to designate areas where 
free speech occurs. It makes it eas- 
ier to have areas where people 
know something is going on, so 
they can choose to listen or to 
avoid it" 
I mention these issues not to 
stir unrest here at Longwood. In 
fact, in my years at the school, I 
have found the administration 
impressively open to constructive 
critique from faculty and students 
alike. 
In the year ahead, I wish to add 
my energies to our institution's 
commitment to this mission of 
Largely in response to the 
1988 ruling, student activists on   See OPINION p.3 
Letters to the Editor 
Frustrated With Fences? 
I realize that the following words 
will probably fall on deaf ears. 
I came to this realization today 
as I was walking back from class 
and noted that students were 
walking around like rats in a 
maze. It seems that Longwood 
University and those that are sup- 
porters of the Brock Commons 
project, in their infinite wisdom, 
decided to block off not only the 
street, but also the sidewalks so 
that now it is extremely difficult 
to get from one end of campus 
to the other. 
Now I realize that I had my 
chance to complain early last year 
when they first were examining 
the idea. But I wanted to be 
patient. I thought it was a dumb 
idea then to spend $2 million on 
an overgrown sidewalk given that 
we have students that are living 
five and six to a room because the 
school decided to accept more 
people than it had room for. I 
also thought that it was asinine 
given the fact that schools twice 
as small as longwood had basic 
amenities such as air conditioning 
and enough laundry facilities for 
everyone to use. Despite these 
feelings, I wanted to see how this 
would turn out. 
That was my mistake. 
However, as I have learned over 
the past two years, it is tradition at 
Longwood for the school to do 
what it wants despite the stu- 
dent's (you know, the ones that 
pay tuition and salaries and things 
of that nature) objections. So 
even if I had expressed my dis- 
content then, as I am now, the 
reaction would probably be the 
same. 
But the fact that I'm inconve- 
nienced does not bother me as 
much as the obvious safety con- 
cerns that this blockage presents. 
I am really interested to see what 
happens when someone in one of 
the academic buildings or in 
Cunningham gets ill or injured, 
and they have to bring an ambu- 
lance on to the campus to pick 
them up. Perhaps Longwood 
would rather buy the First 
Responders a stretcher and they 
can just push them to the hospi- 
tal. Oh wait... the First Response 
vehicle cannot get to them either 
with the sidewalks blocked off. So 
I guess that the injured/ill student 
just has to "take one" for his or 
her school and just remain injured 
or sick. 
Worse yet, what happens when 
another fire breaks out on cam- 
pus? How would fire-fighting 
equipment be able to arrive on 
scene with the streets completely 
blocked off? 
These are things that 
Longwood obviously did not 
think about as they decided to 
plan the Brock Commons project. 
It's even more obvious that even 
though these concerns are now 
being raised, they are falling on 
deaf ears. After all, who cares if 
someone dies or is unable to trav- 
el to class, or go from one end of 
the school to the other...as long as 
the campus looks good that's all 
that really matters? 
Sincerely, 
Officer Willard A. Vaughn 
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Selling September 11? 
Amy Whipple 
Pubic Relations Manager 
Nine months ago, my ever- 
knowledgeable roommate and I 
were watching the evening news 
when a clip aired about a special 
9/11 flag. A resident of 
Richmond created the flag, using 
different symbols for civilians, 
firefighters, and police officers, to 
commemorate all of those who 
died in both the World Trade 
Center towers and the Pentagon. 
Oh, but this isn't just a flag that 
will be distributed to families, 
schools, and the like, it's a hot 
item that will be for sale starting 
September 11, 2002. 
And that's not all. 
Anyone who hasn't been under 
a rock the past year has seen the 
growing number of economical 
helpers (doesn't that sound so 
P.C.?) that also attempt to boost 
the country's morale. I'm talking 
flags, t-shirts, bumper stickers, 
and everything else imaginable, 
right down to the label on Perdue 
chicken. Our desire to be patriot- 
ic has become so engrained in the 
past year that it's passe. But that's 
what America is all about, is it 
not? 
Forget a car in every garage 
and a chicken in every pot, 1 want 
to sec a flag in every child's hand 
and   an   "I    (heart)   America" 
OPINION cont'd p.2 
citizen-leadership. I look forward 
to working closely with The 
Rotunda staff, led by its able 
Editor-in-Chief Dawn Kanehl, in 
furthering this school's commit- 
ment to constructive dialogue and 
active student engagement this 
year and in years ahead. I am also 
pleased to see such a motivated, 
creative group of young scholars 
on staff this year, many of whom 
also share my interest in seeing 
The Rotunda rise to the challenge 
of addressing regional and 
national affairs this year. I wish 
bumper sticker on every car. 
And 1 want to see the profit for 
every single one of those items. 
Stuff like this makes me sick- 
er than hell. By September 12 
last year, I was done being 
angry at terrorists, and 1 was 
angry at the Man. Ixave it to 
America to make a profit off of 
a tragedy. 1 brought this up with 
my friend Jason, and he asked a 
very valid question: "If we can 
make a profit off of Jesus, why 
not 9/11?" 
That's my point, though, why 
should we make a profit off of 
things like Jesus and 9/11? Oh, 
and not to mention the com- 
bined factor of "God Bless 
America." We can't use God in 
the Pledge of Allegiance, but 
we can cash in a few extra 
checks off of "God will kick 
your ass if you come near us 
again" buttons. 
I would like to ask all of you, 
who actually gave a damn on 
September 10? 1 would also like 
to ask, who has faded, crooked, 
and curling stickers hastily past- 
ed on their back windshields in 
an attempt to be like everyone 
else? Who sent their dollars, 
time, and prayers to those in 
need? Who really cares now 
about anything except for the 
flailing economy and J Lo? 
Every morning, 1 read The 
naturally to likewise extend my 
thanks to the now-retired Dr. 
Bill Woods for his years of 
commitment to this publica- 
tion, and to the English 
Department for its assistance in 
making this year's transitions 
possible. 
I close by issuing a challenge 
to you - each student, staff, 
and faculty member who finds 
this year that he or she has 
something to say -- to dare to 
put your fingers to the keys, to 
contribute your thoughts, to 
have your own verse added to 
Washington Post online, and on 
September 1, Howard Kurtz wrote 
an article about the media relating to 
9/11 issues. Just about every major 
publication has gone back to the 
same old stories: teenage girls, vege- 
tarianism, and how sexy Tony 
Randal looks without his shirt. A 
day that changed our lives forever 
really only changed it for a few 
months. We've grown weary of 
hearing about troops in the Middle 
East and cultural differences. 
Because that's all it really is: one big 
fat cultural difference that has exist- 
ed longer than our grandparents 
have been alive. We can back off all 
we like, but the fact of the matter is 
still there. America has proliferated 
cultures all over the world. I'm not 
saying what we've done is right, but 
what's done is done. 
And 9/11 is done. No amount of 
patriotism is going to change that. 
People are dead, families are broken, 
and the economy is shot. According 
to various polls, Americans are, for 
the most part, over their fears of 
terrorism, over God, and over buy- 
ing into all of that I (heart) America 
crap. We are not, however, over sell- 
ing our nation to other countries. 
What better of an opportunity than 
to sport the pride of America and 
God and economics? As my friend 
Dan said, "It doesn't really look like 
God minds." Sometimes I just can't 
help but wonder if he's right. 
this year's story. I welcome your 
feedback and story ideas directly 
(tgpotts@longwood.edu). 
The philosopher John Dewey 
once said that democracy begins in 
conversation. I think he meant that 
when you get down to it, there's 
something really, really special about 
a place where ideas can truly flow 
and engage one another in an open 
field of debate. 
Let us rise to that standard this 
year and help Longwood University 
realize for years to come the fullest 
potential of its mission and of its 
students. 
TecknobabLle Run Amok 
James Hare 
Opinion Editor 
Longwood University has recent- 
ly been praised by the Virginia 
Secretary of Technology as one 
of Virginia's best schools with 
regards to our utilization of tech- 
nology. That's high praise from a 
high seat, and should be consid- 
ered as the honor it is; however, 
the fact that Ix>ngwood has been 
so honored requires us to try a lit- 
tle harder to show what kind of 
institutional commitment we have 
to maintaining our information 
technology infrastructure. 
In these changing times, many 
of us are completely baffled by 
the technology we've come to 
depend on, and a new "shaman" 
class has emerged in almost all 
organizations: the information 
technology (or IT) department. 
I-ate last semester, I had the 
privilege of attending an SGA 
meeting where the IT department 
made a presentation regarding the 
use of "entertainment" software 
on campus. 
Specifically, the IT department 
was referring to the use of soft- 
ware such as KaZaa and 
Morpheus. Their presentation 
was very nicely made; they had 
Power Point graphics and lots of 
technobabble to support their 
point which was "the students 
have over-utilized our resources, 
and as a result we must install fil- 
ters to deny them that ability." 
On its face, this statement 
seemed reasonable. Students do 
tend to use these types of soft- 
ware quite a bit, and the bandwith 
demands are high. According to 
the IT presentation, at their high- 
est point, the ports these types of 
software traditionally run on were 
clogged with 43 mbps of network 
traffic. 
Their presentation was flaw- 
less. They demonstrated their 
enormous knowledge and used 
many important technical terms 
to describe the data they present- 
ed. 
After their presentation, it was 
clear that student use was running 
away with all the network band- 
with available and had to be 
stopped. 
They even suggested buying 
"traffic-shaping" equipment to 
help alleviate the problem. The 
SGA was interested and willing to 
help in any way. 
There's -only one small prob- 
lem. The IT department seems to 
enjoy blaming students for their 
own mistakes, and this is another 
case of that. Instead of pointing 
out that the real bottleneck was 
not student use, but the antiquat- 
ed network they are forced to use, 
the IT representatives made a 
clear error. IT is responsible for 
this network, but even with funds 
from EVERY student at 
Longwood that should be suffi- 
cient to upgrade the campus net- 
work to newer technology, we still 
do not use even last year's tech- 
nology. Instead, we rely on a net- 
work architecture that for all 
intents and purposes is exactly the 
same as when it was first built. 
While IT admits the need to 
upgrade these systems on their 
"Network Topology" page they 
were unwilling to admit that part 
of the problem of network band- 
with came from this important 
angle. Instead they chose to blame 
the students and do so in a way 
that the students would be unable 
to defend themselves: by techno- 
logical double talk. 
The unfortunate part of this is 
that by talking over the heads of 
the students, IT has completely 
sidestepped meaningful debate on 
these issues. Instead of being clear 
in their requests of students, IT 
generally issues edicts, which, if 
backed up by any explanation at 
all, are so filled with "technobab- 
ble" as to be incomprehensible by 
the average student at Longwood. 
To fix this problem IT needs to 
do two things. First, replace the 
outdated wiring in the dorm 
buildings and any other building 
serviced by Longwood. 
With newer wiring, students 
can make use of the higher-speed 
Ethernet cards their laptops are 
equipped with and overall net- 
work traffic will be noticeably 
improved. 
In addition, IT can learn to be 
more forthcoming with students 
and try relying less on technobab- 
ble and more on making honest, 
easy to understand answers to the 
technical questions of the cam- 
pus. 
By doing so, they can become a 
valued partner in making 
Longwood a better place. 
If they choose not to do so, 
they will only have solidified their 
position as an outside interloper 
meddling in the affairs of stu- 
dents in unwanted and question- 
able ways. < 
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Studij Says 'Freskman 15' Has Little Basis In Reality 
Libby George 
U-Win 
Before leaving for school, many 
freshmen feel more pressure to 
maintain their weight than their 
grades. 
"No one wants to be the fat girl 
when they go home," said jour- 
nalism sophomore Rebckah 
Colonder. "The partying and the 
late night studying make it hard 
sometimes." 
But according to Maria Reicks, 
University of Minnesota associate 
professor of food science and 
nutrition, the "freshman 15" 
might be more of a myth than a 
reality. A 2001 study conducted 
by the American College of 
Health found there was, in fact, 
no weight gain among freshmen. 
"It's something that's more 
based on anecdotal evidence than 
hard evidence," Reicks said. 
"Everybody knows somebody 
that gained weight their freshman 
CONSTRUCTION cont'd p. 1 
With all of these major 
changes come heavy machinery 
and noise. 
During fall training, the 
Resident Assistants were 
informed by Brent Douglas that 
he would do his best to work with 
Ayers Saint Gross to postpone 
early morning construction 
because of the loud noise it pro- 
duces. 
However, it is not guaranteed 
year, but this isn't an issue that's 
researched." 
Many University freshmen do 
not see collegiate weight gain as a 
primary concern. 
"No one is too worried about 
it," computer science freshman 
Matt Garcia said. "It's the last 
thing on their minds now." 
Several students said the 
University's square footage would 
help them stay in shape. 
"Basically, it's a big campus and 
I walk everywhere," said Emily 
Egart, a photography and jour- 
nalism freshman. "It's under my 
control, I guess." 
However, some students say 
they are concerned college life 
will expand their waistlines as 
much as their brain power. 
"I'm worried about it," biology 
freshman Anne Christensen said. 
"Everybody says that your fresh- 
man year you are going to gain 15 
pounds, but I'm pretty into exer- 
cising, so I'm not going to stop 
that on various occasions students 
will not be awakened by the noise. 
The future of Longwood will 
see projects such as the 
Bed ford/Wygal connector as 
design starts this winter and is 
scheduled to begin late in 2003. 
The addition and connection to 
both buildings will upgrade and 
add to the programs. Renovating 
Jarman is approximately on the 
same schedule but will start in late 
2003 or early 2004. 
The   reconstruction   of   the 
eating or anything." 
Although their class rank 
implies they are, freshman are not 
the only ones concerned about 
possible weight gain. 
"Now that I'm on the meal 
plan I'm a little worried," said 
Shahrzad Grami, a biomedical 
engineering sophomore. "It's a 
little overwhelming with all the 
food." 
Regardless of the lack of solid 
evidence, Reicks said several fac- 
tors make freshmen susceptible 
to weight gain. 
"When you're in the dorm, 
there's a whole lot more (food) 
available. There's also a new 
social setting where food is a 
method of socializing," she said. 
"It's pretty good food in the 
dorms, and you can eat as much 
as you want, but you are pretty 
active walking to class," College 
of Liberal Arts freshman Derek 
l'arder said. 
See FRESHMAN p.9 
Rotunda will start in late October 
and is projected to finish in the 
fall of 2004. 
The new science building is 
also scheduled to commence this 
winter and finish in two years. 
For a comprehensive look at 
campus development and up to 
date information, visit 
http://www.longwood.edu/con- 
struction. 
If you have any questions or 
comments e-mail them to brock- 
com@longwood.edu.. 
WATER cont'd p.l 
that Longwood will close down if 
water conditions don't get any 
better. "That is absolutely not 
true, the administration has 
agreed that it [closing Longwood] 
would be completely out of the 
question," said Clements. 
According to Spates, an idea of 
pushing back the opening day of 
campus was brought up, "but at 
that time, some of the kids had 
already started to move back into 
town." 
If conditions don't get better, 
there are other water sources 
from various lakes and wells that 
can be used. 
"Recendy, water had to be 
taken, in buckets, from Wilks 
Lake, just so we could water the 
grass on campus. We have to keep 
our plants and vegetation looking 
nice," said Clements. 
Farmville generally uses about 
800,000 gallons per day 
(Longwood uses about 200,000). 
The town is now down to about 
100,000 gallons per day, with no 
word on Longwood's conserva- 
tion rates. 
To better prepare themselves 
for future water shortages, 
Farmville has recendy been 
approved to get their water supply 
from the Sandyriver Reservoir, 
allotting the town approximately 
twelve million gallons per day. 
Regarding the lengthy nature of 
this water shortage, Spates said, 
"the conditions we are experienc- 
ing have been predicted to last five 
years, and we are in the middle of 
year three. We can expect to be in 
Overpriced Book Sold To Students 
Deandra Carbone 
U-Wre 
Barnes and Noble College 
Bookstore in the Bone Student 
Center at Illinois State University 
unintentionally overcharged an 
estimated total of $30,000 to 
some students who purchased 
their books prior to the start of 
the semester as a result of a glitch 
in the store's computer system. 
Many students choose to buy 
their books earlier in the summer 
in an effort to avoid the rush at 
the beginning of the fall semester. 
However, one book was acci- 
dentally overpriced to students 
who purchased their books early. 
An English 101 text, the 
"Redbird Reader," was sold at 
close to $50 this summer to stu- 
dents who bought their books at 
the bookstore. 
The correct retail price of the 
book was only $9.95, nearly $40 
less than the price charged to 
some students. 
The extra charge at the BSC 
Barnes and Noble was tacked on 
because of a mistake in the book- 
store's pricing system. 
The store has corrected the 
problem and is giving refunds for 
students charged the extra 
amount. 
'The book was a custom book 
which we had not used before," 
Jennifer Longanbach, Barnes and 
Noble store manager, said. 
"We had a guess price in the 
system and hadn't updated it yet." 
According to Longanbach, the 
mistake was caught prior to the 
start of classes and teachers were 
informed of the problem. 
Students who have not yet 
received a refund for their book 
can bring in their receipt to get 
their refund, added Longanbach. 
This news was a great relief for 
many students who purchased 
the Redbird Reader this summer. 
Freshman general education 
major Veronica Niechajczyk pur- 
chased the "Redbird Reader" 
prior to the start of the semestet 
and said she was a bit curious as 
to whether or not she had been 
overcharged for the text. 
"When I bought it I was think- 
ing there is no way that this little 
book is worth that much money," 
she said. 
"I wasn't surprised to hear I 
had been overcharged." 
According to Longanbach, the 
mistake was not intentional and 
they made the mistake known to 
faculty in an effort to have the 
message relayed to students. 
"We caught the mistake as 
soon as we found the real price of 
the book," he said. 
"Regardless of where the 
problem came from, I'm just glad 
that I got my refund," 
Niechajczyk said. 
With   the   varied   and   often 
expensive prices of most college 
textbooks, some students had no 
clue they had been charged nearly 
$40 extra for this book. 
Some students remained com- 
pletely unaware of the mistake 
even after it was discovered. 
"I didn't even know about it," 
Mandy Popek, freshman account- 
ing major, said. 
"I went into the Barnes and 
Noble looking for a different 
book and that's when they told me 
that this book had been over- 
charged." 
Popek also said she was glad 
the employees of Barnes and 
Noble were nice enough to point 
out the mistake and give her a 
refund for her book. 
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Longwood Helps Ease Parking Woes 
Matt Garnctt 
Staff Writer 
Commuters, juniors and seniors 
have been struggling to find park- 
ing on campus this semester. 
They typically spend twenty 
minutes or more before each class 
trying to find that perfect space. 
Now relief has come in the 
form of a 235-space parking lot 
between Main St. and the Wynne 
Building. 
It may not be the closest lot to 
Hiner, or the Dining Hall, but it is 
a place for students to leave their 
cars. 
The new parking lot, which 
opened on Thursday, August 29, 
has available parking for any 
commuter or junior/senior. 
This lot will replace the spaces 
that were eliminated due to the 
construction around campus. 
The parking situation on cam- 
pus will always be an issue, but 
with the new lot, parking just got 
a little easier. 
In the gravel lot next to ARC, 
the spaces are extremely close 
and parking requires precision 
driving. 
The lot behind Cox is designed 
for compact cars only. The new 
lot allows for more room, and 
with organized parking lines, all 
235 spaces will be easy to find. 
With the new parking lot being 
shared by commuters, juniors, 
and seniors the students belong- 
ing to one of these three groups 
will be able to enjoy a higher 
amount of available spaces on 
campus. 
Students living in Stanley Park 
or the new Ix>ngwood Village 
have one other option for getting 
to campus. 
The Farmville Area Bus is now 
running a route that goes from 
Stanley Park to the Curry and 
Frazer Residence Halls, on to 
I-ongwood Village, and back to 
campus. The FAB starts at 7:00 
a.m. and runs until 3:30 p.m. 
In order to avoid the parking 
panic students are encouraged to 
The new parking lot between Wynne and Main Street 
try using the FAB. 
Many students have expressed 
interest in the planned parking lot 
at the intersection of Pine St. and 
Redford St. 
The construction currently 
taking place outside the Student 
Union is the preparation for that 
garage. 
According to the Ixjngwood 
University Police Department the 
new lot is scheduled to open as 
early as next fall. 
However, as with any major 
construction project, it could have 
its delays, so it could be as far 
away as next spring before stu- 
dents park under Pine St. 
• Your Own Bedroom 
• Your Own Bathroom 
• A Private Balcony 
• Awesome Clubhouse 
• Swimming Pool 
Ai]pNG\V££D 
II 
Theatre, Business Center... 
Bee" t's Campus i 
434.392.7440 
wwwsuncnase-lonqwood.com 
CArtOW * ACAPOLCO * JAMAICA 
BAHAMAS * FLORIDA 
PROMOTE TRIPS 
AT LONGWOOD COLLEGE, 
EARN CASH, GO FREE!! 
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS!! 
TRAVEL 
SERVICES 
1.800.648.4849 
www.ststravel.com 
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Cafe Night 
KaraokeLancer Cafe 
10 p.m. 
LP Movie 
JohnQ 
ABC Rooms 
7:30 p.m. 
Calendar 
*7 8 
September 6-12, 2002 
\\c*M 
9 
10 
Mini Career Fair 
Hiner Lobby 
8 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
Sign the Banner 
Student Union 
All day 
Comedian 
Owen Smith 
Lankford Ballroom 
8 p.m. 
Riverfront Rocks 
Fighting Gravity, Blue 
Dogs, Blue Moon Boys, 
Topaz and more 
Lynchburg Riverfront Park 
noon-11 p.m. 
Tickets $25 
11 
Moment of Remembrance 
Lankford Lawn 
11:50 a.m. 
National 
Makeout Day 
Character and Your 
Everyday Life 
Dining Hall Annex 
5-6 p.m. 
Sign the Banner 
Student Union 
All day 
SELL SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
ALL THE FUN & ALL THE PROTECTIONS 
AMERICAN EXPRESS WORLDWIDE 
GUARANTEED BEST BUY 
1 FREE TRIP FOR EVERY 10 PAID 
OR CASH STARTING WITH FIRST BOOKING 
YOU SELL - WE COLLECT PAYMENTS 
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS 
1-800-222-4432 
The Women's Studies Program Is Pleased to Present: 
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS WITH WOMEN'S STDDIES 
An opportunity to get acquainted with faculty and staff members and their 
research, with a focus on women's/gender studies... 
All uvrksliojis will be from 3-4 pm m iihrary 147B anil are open la all memlnvs of Hie Lcngtvo&l and rarmville 
vnmiitnities. Co-sponsored by tin Library Staff. Please contact tlie Women's Studies Program at 395-2225 if you 
are interested in presenting work next semester. 
10/2: Dr. lee Bid well, Professor, Sociology and Chair of Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminal Justice 
Studies, "Small Towns, Big Problems: Woman Battering in Rural Communities." We welcome donations 
for Hie Madeline House in recognition of Domestic Violence/Scxual Assault Awareness Month. 
11/6: Dr. Nancy Krippei, Associate Provost and Director, Graduate Studies, "Women Writing. 18* 
Century Women Novelists." 
12/4: Dr. Rhonda Brock-Servais, Assistant Professor, Iinglish, "Tlie Destruction of Self and the Motif of 
the Dark Carnival in Contemporary Horror literature." 
InterVarsity 
Christian Fellowship 
Wynne Auditorium 
8:30 p.m. 
BASIC Gospel Choir 
Rehearsal 
Wygal 106 
7 p.m. 
Convocation 
Jarman Auditorium 
4 p.m. 
LONGWOOD   |H 
UNIVERSITY ^5^ 
Be a Longwood Telefund Associate! 
Make calls for the Office of Annual Giving and get PAID ($18/calling 
session) for doing it! 
Longwood Telefund Associates establish an important link when it comes to 
alumni relations at Longwood. They are energetic, determined and have a 
genuine desire to aid in the fundraising efforts of the University. 
Come to an information session (see dates below), meet other TA's and pick up an 
application at your residence hall front desk or the Commuter Student Lounge! 
Tuesday, September 3'' it 9 pm—Amelia Room, lankford Student Union 
Wednesday, September 4'" at 7 pm—Amelia Room, Lankford Student Union 
Thursday, September 5,h at 3:15 pm—Charlotte Room, Lankford Student Union 
Call Loren Hatcher at x2816 for more information 
Applications are due Monday, September 9th to Lancaster 231! 
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HOROSCOPES bysamwise-Ridges    "Vitriolic 
by Zachary Wilhide 
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Virgo  (August 23-Sept. 22) 
Don't stress about what you're going to do with your life- 
your versatility ensures you will always have success. Even 
if you do end up asking, "Do you want fries with that?" 
(You might be an English major). 
Libra (Sept. 23-October 22) 
Most people see you as creative, but you have a hidden 
talent for business as well. If you can't handle Accounting 
101, then try your hand at starting your own business. 
Lemonade stands work well. 
Scorpio  (October 23- November 21) 
You are going to have a fabulous year. FABULOUS! You 
will make Sex and the City look as passe as Melrose Place. 
Don't forget to stock your nightstand with necessary sup- 
plies...lip balm, you sicko! 
Sagittarius  (November 22-December 21) 
Don't follow the beaten path this year- expand your hori- 
zons and try something new. Try listening to what people 
have to say- and don't ignore those subtle hints about 
your bad breath. 
Capricorn (December 22-January 19) 
You have great people skills- maybe you should utilize them at High Street tonight. You never know who you could take home with vou Now 
THAT S a scary thought. ' 
Aquarius (January 20-February 18) 
Umm.. go home. Now. Pack your stuff, and don't look back. 
Pisces  (February 19-March 20) 
You are sensitive and intuitive. An old flame might try to contact you- think long and hard before making any sudden decisions. Of course lone 
and hard might just be your problem. '      & 
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
You love action and adventure, so being stuck in the classroom can at times be difficult. Focus on the positive qualities of your classes- like the 
home that sits two rows over. Take advantage of the nice weather to get outside and mountain bike or canoe- just don't keel over dead from West 
Nile. That would put a cramp in your semester. 
Taurus  (April 20-May20) 
You have trouble organizing your social life with your responsibilities- why not combine both and join the cheerleading squad? 
Gemini  (May 21-June 20) 
Have you ever stopped to think that perhaps your night life looks a litde too much like Mr. Roger's Neighborhood? One of these days you mav 
snap, and when that happens, hide the sock puppets - that's only for the movies. 
Cancer (June 21-July 26) 
Do you have a friend named Maria that is spelled like "Maria" but sounds like "Mariah"? We know her too. She's a (PC Version) person who sells 
pyschoactive drugs in return for pleasurable (yet illegal) activities, but we love her. Sorry, she's the propositionist, so don't come up to her She'll come 
to you. If you are offended, move on with your life. 
Leo (July 23-August 22) 
Just because your sign is the lion, it doesn't give you the right to look like one. Get a haircut already. 
The Rotunda's Fantastic Quotes of the Week 
"Don't waste your time on someone who won't waste their time on you." 
"Don't look for Mr. Right, look for Mr. Right Now." 
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Do s and Don ts 01 Standing in Line: 
Proper Etiquette For Those Who Don t Know Any Better 
September 5, 2002 
EUie Woodruff 
Staff Writer 
It's that time again, classes have 
started bringing with them the 
advent of new students to fill the 
hallways and classrooms of 
Longwood. 
With such an influx of new 
students, naturally the arteries of 
our fine student body are going to 
become clogged with lines and 
confused freshman and transfer 
students. 
Here is a complete list of Do's, 
Don'ts, and helpful line waiting 
suggestions for you, the reader, to 
do with what you please. 
DO: Make conversation with 
people around you in line. The 
wait won't feel as long and you 
may learn something new. Like 
the fact you've been standing in 
the wrong line for the last 10 min- 
utes. 
DON'T: Pratde on about how 
long the line is and what a dread- 
fully long wait it is. This only 
upsets people more and as much 
fun as rabble rousing can be, riots 
make lines even longer. 
DO: Attend to personal 
hygiene. I, personally, have never 
come across this problem, but 
I've had it mentioned more than a 
few times so I assume there must 
be a few odiferous folks out there 
that stand in line. Please don't. 
DONT: Overcompcnsate for 
bad smells by marinating yourself 
in perfume or cologne. I'm sure 
whatever scents you have are 
nice, but people with sensitive 
allergies or stomachs may not be 
able to handle the nasal bombard- 
ment with good grace. 
DO: Have some sympathy for 
people you arc in line with. If 
you've been standing awhile, it 
would make sense if someone 
had to step out of line to use the 
restroom or make a fast phone 
call to warn others about the line. 
Let them go and come back. 
However, on this same vein... 
DON'T: Take advantage of 
other people's courtesy by abus- 
ing what litde comfort allowed 
you while in line. Saving places 
for people who had to go some- 
where and then return is nice 
enough, but letting your whole 
sorority or fraternity cut in line 
tends to stretch the most patient 
of people's manners. 
DO: Pay attention. Not only 
does this allow you to keep up 
with the line as it moves and there 
by ease the wrath of people 
behind you, but can also be very 
beneficial in figuring out why the 
line is so long. 
DON'T: Harp on about the 
reasons the line may be as long as 
it is. Most lines I've encountered 
are in places that arc looking to 
take my money and they want to 
get it just as quickly as I want to 
Book Review. Speaking oiLust, 
Stories of Forbidden Desire 
Leslie Smith 
Staff Writer 
This is a collection of short sto- 
ries bound into one fairly large- 
sized book. 
If you're put off by its title, 
you would be interested to know 
that this is only the first antholo- 
gy of what will be the Seven 
Deadly Sins series. 
The reason I picked an anthol- 
ogy to review is because there are 
times in a college student's life 
when a short story is perfect to 
distract your brain from your 
studies, but only for a short 
amount of time before you can 
return to your homework, proj- 
ects, or papers. 
This particular collection 
includes writers such as Gil 
Brewer ("Sauce for the Goose"), 
Simon Brett ("The Girls in Villa 
Costas"), Robert Wienberg ("Ro 
lirg"), and one by the editor him- 
self, Lawrence Block ("Speaking 
of Lust"). All of these writers are 
mystery writers, and the short 
stories all have to do with crimes 
that involve the element of lust, 
which makes each one interest- 
ing, as there is a riddle to solve, 
not just a story to read. I recom- 
mend this to anyone who wants a 
little recreational reading in their 
free time, and isn't squeamish 
about some sexual 
undertones/references. 
give it. And you can bet whatever 
worker hired to manage the line 
doesn't feel that minimum wage 
is worth the hassle of both solv- 
ing the problem of the line and 
listening to unhelpful criticism. 
DO: Have whatever you're 
doing at the end of the line ready. 
Be it paying for some item, 
checking out a book, handing 
over an ID card or ticket for a 
movie, you'll speed up the line by 
being ready, rather than hold it up 
more as you fish around in your 
pockets or purse. 
DONT: use small change if 
you can pay in a different way. I 
understand there are times all you 
have is nickels, but counting out 
four dollars and ninety-nine cents 
when you've got a five-dollar bill 
in your pocket is just a skosh time 
consuming and slows down an 
already stagnant line.And a few 
helpful hints for those of you 
getting into lines. Be prepared. 
Most of the rime, lines can sur- 
prise us, which is what makes 
them most annoying. If you 
know you're getting ready to 
stand, come ready with some 
things to do to help kill rime. 
Cards work when you're with 
fnends and carrying a book to 
read is always a good habit no 
matter where you're going. 
And hey, you can always grab a 
copy of The Rotunda, because we 
love shameless plugs. 
This is Nestle, our new Assistant PR Manager. 
Movie Review: Signs 
Maria Bacon 
News Editor 
With the human race becoming 
more interested in the uncxplain- 
able, this movie targets moviegi i 
ers who arc interested in these 
events as well as drama and hor- 
ror. 
Mel Gibson, in his role as 
Graham Hess, an Episcopalian 
minister who loses his faith in 
God after the death of his wife, 
keeps the attention of the audi- 
ence with his gripping speeches 
that can create some serious soul 
searching. 
The movie begins with 
Ciraham being jolted from sleep 
and for a reason not known to 
the audience he begins to search 
for his children. Bo (Abigail 
Brcslin) and Morgan (Rory 
Culkin). 
After a rush through a corn- 
field with his brother Merrill 
(Joaquin Phoenix) the family- 
stands facing a 500-foot wide cir- 
cle of bent (not broken) corn 
stalks. 
Attributing this to vandals 
Graham tells the local law 
enforcement, who offer no real 
explanation. 
While watching television the 
next day the family discovers that 
these mysterious circles arc occur- 
ring all over the world and strange 
lights arc starting to fill the skies 
over major cities. 
With the whole world panick- 
ing and mesmerized by these 
events Graham must discover 
who or what created the crop cir- 
cles in his own cornfield and what 
to do about them. 
This movie is a combination of 
reinforcing family ties, learning 
the role of religion in one's life, 
and possible alien existence. 
Unfortunately, this is a combi- 
nation that does not work and 
except for a few comedic 
moments, the movie in its entirety 
leaves the moviegoer unsatisfied. 
Residential and Commuter Life expresses heartfelt gratitude toward the following individuals for their "legendary" 
service and support for opening our residence halls and welcoming home Longwood's Citizen Leaders. Without 
their commitment, creativity and their tenacious yet tender approach to their work, the past week would have 
been much less successful than it was! 
Here's a BIG BLUE AND WHITE THANK YOU! 
"Chief Charles Lowe, Campus Police Officers, Dispatchers, Debbie Patterson, Joel Abernathy and 
Ryan Maslyn 
'The ENTIRE Student Union and Activities Staff, ARAMARK housekeepers, supervisors, Donna 
Simpson, Glenda Vaugh and Alan Mason 
"Ellen Masters and the tireless Movers & Shakers 
"The Facilities Management Staff with special recognition for 
Tommy England, Melvin Moore, Alan Cook, Pinky Baldwin, Charlie Stein, 
Wayne Pennell and the dedicated folks who worked during the weekend 
"Mike Lysaght, Pam Coleman, Angie Morris, Lakisha Word, Aaron Johnson, and ARAMARK Dining 
Services 
"Our heroine from NTS ...Dot McMillian 
"Tim Trent, Nick Mills, Lousia Lackey, Mark Kendrick, Marvin Stiles, Mike Johnson 
and Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity 
"Longwood University is a place where "TEAM" is at the center of our success. In Residential and 
Commuter Life, we are extraordinarily fortunate to have the support of the aforementioned Citizen 
Leaders! 
Very Sincerely, 
Michael Clements, Doug Howell, Easier Antisdel. Bnan Todt. Tracey Jarrelt, 
Bonnie Walker, Rachel Amos, Chris Coiner, Michele Hosey, Dave Levy, Melissa Lucas, Tim Rupert, Aleisha Hundley, Tami Park, 
Trudy Berry, Carri Light, Resident Assistants, Community Coordinators. Office Managers. Desk Aide, Desk Supervisors and 
RCL Student Staff 
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Wellness at Longwood: Campus Wide Focus 
Despite lack of budget, community stays strong 
A Space of Your Own; Expert 
Advice on College Decorating 
Jennifer Meunier 
Staff Writer 
In all of the hustle and bustle 
of beginning a new school 
year, we often forget the most 
important aspects of life-our 
health and wellness. 
You may or may not have 
known that the institution for 
which you work or are a stu- 
dent of provides an amazing 
resource to give you direction 
or enhance your current health 
status. 
Longwood University has 
such an office devoted to help- 
ing you become and remain 
healthy. We know it as the 
Student Health and Wellness 
Center, where the mission is to 
"focus on prevention, educa- 
tion, and the learning of well- 
ness behaviors." 
The center offers a wealth 
of resources such as health 
appointments, programs, and 
people with whom to talk, a 
health mini-library, pamphlets, 
and most importantly a sup- 
portive group of staff mem- 
bers. 
This year the center is proud 
to welcome its newest staff 
member, Wellness 
Coordinator, Jason Robertson. 
FRESHMAN cont'd p.4 
But most students say beer is 
the largest contributor to the 
notorious "freshman 15." 
"Probably drinking," 
Christensen said. "Being away 
from home and not having some- 
body tell you what to eat." 
"I think beer consumption 
contributes. 
It's probably a little more than 
high school," Garcia said. 
Despite the hype, Reicks said 
there are many ways students can 
avoid the bulge, and it is impor- 
tant they are not pressured. 
"We need to be careful that 
people don't get too worried and 
concerned," Reicks said. 
"Excessive apprehension could 
prevent students from enjoying 
food consumption." 
Reicks, along with students 
who frequent the dining halls, 
said healthy options are readily 
available, but it is up to students 
to choose them. 
Robertson        came to 
Longwood after attaining his 
Bachelor of Science in Pre- 
Medicine from Averett 
University and his Master of 
Public Health from the 
University of North Carolina, 
Greensboro. 
To help kelp our campus 
community focused on health 
issues, he is developing a scries 
of wellness programs which 
include alcohol issues and sex- 
ual responsibility. 
Robertson has a goal to col- 
laborate dually with Student 
Affairs and Academic Affairs 
to expand wellness among the 
campus and make it a "central 
theme." Robertson's program- 
ming will dispel some of the 
myths and misconceptions of 
health issues at I-ongwood. 
He reported that, from the 
most recent statistics specific 
to our institution, a large per- 
centage of our students have 
overestimated the number of 
people on campus that actual- 
ly drink and smoke on a regu- 
lar basis. 
He challenges the members 
of the Ixingwood community 
to "think outside of the box" 
in order to "realize that a lot of 
"I basically stay away from the 
main entrees," Grami said. "I 
mean, there's a lot of greasy food, 
but I try to eat lighter." 
In the end, it all comes down 
things we think are happening, 
really are not." 
According to the Center, 
"wellness in itself is a process 
of self-discovery and choices. 
It is important that we strive 
to educate others and our- 
selves about health and well- 
ness. 
Robertson is excited and 
willing to participate in and 
implement programs for your 
groups or organizations. Some 
of his activities include 
"Happy Hour," "Sex in a CD," 
and "Understanding Eating 
Disorders." 
If you are interested in con- 
tacting )ason Robertson or 
learning more about the 
Wellness Center for a pro- 
gram, attaining a simple fact, 
or even to chat, you can visit 
the website: http://www.long- 
wood.edu/health/wellness.ht 
m, e-mail jorobcrt@long- 
wood.edu, call x2509, or stop 
by the office located in 
Graham! 
While Robertson discusses 
the importance of 
Longwood's mission, he notes 
that, "it's hard to develop citi- 
zen leaders if they are not 
well." 
to individual choice, Reicks said, 
although that may benefit from 
settling into an independent sta- 
tus. 
Robert Kling 
Pier 11mports solution   for  study  groups  or 
movie night 
And your guests will appreciate 
eating off of sturdy acrylic din- 
a definite step up from 
It's time to do your own thing. 
You may  not  be ready to 
declare your major, but you're nerware 
definitely ready to declare your paper plates, 
independence. Beaded curtains are a practical. 
Whether you're a dorm-room inexpensive room divider and can 
bound college freshman or an be used to create a separate space 
upperclassman in your first apart- for you and your roommate or a 
ment, Robert Kling of Pier 1 cozy nook for studying. 
Imports suggests some ways to Or try a standing screen for the 
put a stamp on your living space same effect 
without   spending   your   first 
semester s tuition. 
Express Yourself 
Accessories are a good way to 
Making Sense of Your Mess 
Organization is instrumental to 
your success. 
Baskets make a great catch-all 
more. 
spruce up a room without making for toiletries, hair styling products, 
a major investment or drastic compact disks, magazines, and 
changes. 
Decorative pillows, lamps, 
photo frames, and wall hangings 
can liven up and personalize a 
drab, cookie-cutter dorm room. 
"Think outside the box when it 
comes to decorating a bare, blank 
wall," says Robert Kling, Senior 
Vice President of Merchandising 
for Pier 1 Imports. 
"Create a collage of your 
favorite photos and posters using 
inexpensive clip frames or hang a 
grouping of masks, plates, or 
whatever you have to create your 
own special collection." For dorm dwellers with limited 
Reading lamps not only pro- drawer space, stacking baskets are- 
vide all-important light for study- functional space savers that create 
ing, but come in styles to match more storage for T-shirts, socks, 
your personality - from trendy and workout wear. Laundry stays 
striped lamps to beaded lamp- out of sight in a wicker hampet 
shades and animal prints. Or go "Trunks are a smart storage 
retro with paper lanterns that can option," says Kling "They can 
be wired for an overhead light double as a table and also provide 
fixture. storage for bed linens and out-of- 
season clothes. They can even be 
Get-Togethers and Guests used as a last minute hiding place 
Need   seating?      Director's  when you have unexpected corn- 
chairs fold up when not in use  pany." 
and are ideal for a mix-and-match 
color scheme. It's Back to School 
For a comfy, inexpensive chair, Many retail oudets offer special 
check out the papasan. The sales during the back-to-school 
round-cushioned,    wicker-bot-  season. 
tomed chair is the perfect place to Pier 1 Imports, for example, 
cud up with a book or watch TV. features a 15 percent discount off 
"Our papasan chair has long of regulady priced merchandise to 
been a favorite among the college any student who shows a valid 
crowd," says Kling "It's nearly a school identification card through 
college requirement" Sept 29. So you can feel free to 
Big, oversized pillows are also express yourself without breaking 
an easy way to create extra seating the bank. For more information 
at a moment's notice - an instant  go to www.pierl.com . 
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Have you seen them? 
As of last weekend three large 
banners were hung on the outside 
of Jarman Auditorium, Hull, and 
the Library. 
These banners are samples 
from the featured artist at the 
Longwood Center for the Visual 
Arts (LCVA), Lesley Dill. Her 
work will be on display through 
October 20, 2002. 
Johnson-Bowles, Director of 
the LCVA, is familiar with Dill's 
work and has visited her exhibits 
in Winston-Salem, NC. 
Johnson explains, "Each work 
was based on a story told to the 
artist by residents of Winston- 
Salem, during the artist's 16- 
month residency at the 
Southeastern Center for 
Contemporary Art. 
Their purpose is to create a dia- 
logue about the nature of person- 
al identity and significant life- 
changing experiences revealed 
through dreams, visions, or spiri- 
tual experiences. 
They are also meant to ques- 
tion how identity is often based 
on advertisements where the indi- 
vidual is bombarded by messages 
pointing out shortcomings and 
what is needed to buy in order to 
become a better person." 
According to Bowles, "Her 
work represents a new breed of 
contemporary art and artists con- 
cerned with bringing the commu- 
nity together and wants us to 
think about who we are not what 
we can buy." 
The banners displayed on cam- 
pus were originally created as 5 
billboards. However, these bill- 
boards were not for advertising 
purposes. Dill feels that in order 
to further promote her ideas some 
of her artwork should be dis- 
played outside the gallery. 
Dill is very flexible about how 
her message reaches her audiences 
and attempts to promote discus- 
sion by encouraging feedback and 
allowing people to participate in 
her work. 
A further example of the inter- 
active nature of her art includes 
blank journals located at the 
LCVA that are available to stu- 
dents to express feelings or 
thoughts about her artwork and 
the exhibit in general. 
Additional information can be 
found about Lesley Dill, her work, 
and related stories on the LCVA 
website. 
Students are encouraged to 
submit their own stories about 
similar dreams, visions and spiri- 
tual experiences at www.long- 
wood.edu/lcva/dill.html 
Visit the LCVA and experience 
first hand the unique exhibit of 
Lesley Dill. 
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Spotlight on the New Lancer Intern 
Chatting with Anita Llewellyn 
Name: Anita J. Llewellyn 
Age: 22 
Major: Business 
Administration with market- 
ing concentration 
Date   of    Graduation: 
December 2002 
What do you do there? 
1 plan themes for all home 
games, plan giveaways and 
promotions, fundraise for 
the athletic programs, plan 
midnight madness. Each 
game will feature a theme 
with giveaways and games. 
Longwood games will be 
fun! So come out and sup- 
port your teams! 
Why did you choose 
your major? 
Starting in 1992 my par- 
ents began sponsoring the 
C&L Lady Lancer tourna- 
ment with Longwood's girl's 
basketball [team]. 1 enjoyed 
seeing how corporate spon- 
sorships could benefit both 
the team and the sponsor. 
So, I decided that sports 
marketing was a field I 
wanted to pursue. 
What previous experi- 
ence have you had in 
sports marketing? 
This summer I interned 
for the Charlotte Knights 
baseball club in Fort Mill, 
South Carolina. The 
Knights are the AAA affili- 
ate of the Chicago White 
Sox. 
What do you plan to do 
when you graduate? 
Apply for a ten-month 
trainee program with the 
Atlanta or Richmond 
Braves or get a sports mar- 
keting job. 
What advice would you 
give to students who are 
interested in sports mar- 
keting? 
Make contacts in the 
industry early. These con- 
tacts can help you find the 
jobs that are unadvertised 
because most jobs are unad- 
vertised. Most importantly, 
get at least one internship, if 
not more, because you can't 
get into the field without 
experience. 
Attention Students: 
Love Sports? Need to make 
money? Like to Travel? 
The Field Hockey team is 
looking for two team man- 
agers to help assist with their 
games. 
// interested contact Coach Nancy Joel 
at n}oel@longwood.edu to set up an 
interview 
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- Army ROTC may not be a fraternity or sorority, but at times it can feel like one. After all, you'll 
' ■*' 
find the same kind of teamwork, camaraderie and friendship. Plus, you'll get to do challenging 
stuff like this that can help make you tougher, mentally as well as physically. Come talk to us at 
the Army ROTC department. We won't rush you. 
ARMY ROTC   Unlike any other college course you can take. 
»   . 
At Longwood Village... 
Living Well Begins BEFORE Graduation! 
Who says moving off-campus means giving up the perks of the residence halls? 
At Longwood Village, you'll enjoy having: 
• Utilities Included 
• Fully Equipped Kitchen with dishwasher 
• Washer & Dryer 
• High Speed Internet 
• Cable TV included 
• Private phone lines available 
• Private bedrooms with bathrooms 
• Furnished or Unfurnished Apartments 
• Ample Parking 
• Individual 10 month or 12 month 
leases starting at S38S/month 
1
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kitchen/dining 
i6'xir 
bedroom 1 
12'X13' 
U,,W,LUJJ      mw)). 
living 
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bedroom 2 
12'X12' / 
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bedroom 3 
13'X12' 
In Our Brand New Clubhouse, you'll love having: 
• State-of-the-art Theatre 
• Computer & Media Center with Networking 
• Private Study Areas 
• Lounge with Big Screen TV 
• Game Room with Jukebox, Pool Tables, Foosball, & Air Hockey 
• Cafe/Grill Area 
• Pool with Hot Tub 
Some Apartment Communities Will Offer You The Sun, 
AT LONGWOOD VILLAGE- YOU GET IT ALL! 
LONGWOOD VILLAGE: The Ultimate Off-Campus Lifestyle 
434.315.5566 
www.longwood-village.com 
PRE-LEASING NO W FOR A UGUST 2003! 
